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	IBM Cognos TM1 is one of the most popular multidimensional analysis tools used to build collaborative planning, budgeting, and forecasting solutions, as well as analytical and reporting applications. This cube-based technology does fast number crunching at the server end and helps end customers move away from manual and tedious planning, budgeting, and analytics processes.


	IBM Cognos TM1 Cookbook is a complete manual to building and managing applications with IBM Cognos TM1.


	Every important aspect of TM1 is covered with the help of practical recipes, which will make you well acquainted with the tool and ready to take on TM1 projects in the real world. Existing TM1 users and developers will also benefit from the practical recipes covered in the book.


	The book will start with a chapter focusing on fundamentals of MOLAP and dimensional modelling, which forms the foundation on which IBM Cognos TM1 is based. Thereafter, chapters will be more TM1-specific, starting with an introduction on dimensions and cubes and how to create and manage them. Further chapters will dig deeper into TM1 objects and rules.


	Then we will learn the more advanced features of TM1 such as automating common processes using scripts, customizing drill paths, using rules for advanced modelling, converting currencies, modelling for different fiscal requirements, and more.


	At the end of the book, we will cover how to present data and reports, workflows, and TM1 application security.
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Introducing MudboxSybex, 2010

	One of the first books on Autodesk's new Mudbox 3D modeling and sculpting tool!


	Autodesk's Mudbox was used to create photorealistic creatures for The Dark Knight, The Mist, and others films. Now you can join the crowd interested in learning this exciting new digital modeling and sculpting tool with this...
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Statistical Thinking for Non-Statisticians in Drug RegulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Written by a well-known lecturer and consultant to the pharmaceutical industry, this book focuses on the pharmaceutical non-statistician working within a very strict regulatory environment. Statistical Thinking for Clinical Trials in Drug Regulation presents the concepts and statistical thinking behind medical studies with a direct connection...
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Learning the UNIX Operating System (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1997
If you are new to UNIX, this concise introduction will tell you just what you need to get started and no more. Why wade through a 600-page book when you can begin working productively in a matter of minutes? It's an ideal primer for Mac and PC users of the Internet who need to know a little bit about UNIX on the systems they visit.
This book is...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009
The book serves as a first introduction to computer programming of scientific applications, using the high-level Python language. The exposition is example- and problem-oriented, where the applications are taken from mathematics, numerical calculus, statistics, physics, biology, and finance. The book teaches "Matlab-style" and procedural...
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Anticipatory Optimization for Dynamic Decision Making (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2011

	Anticipatory optimization for dynamic decision making relies on a number of different
	scientific disciplines. On a general level, the foundations of the field may be
	localized at the intersection of operations research, computer science and decision
	theory. Closer inspection reveals the important role of branches such as simulation,...
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Project Management: A Practical Approach (Routledge-Noordhoff International Editions)Routledge, 2021

	
		Project Management introduces business and management students to project-based working as a means to tackle projects successfully in a unique and accessible way.

	
		Not only in business circles, but also in the field of education, increasingly more activities are performed using a project-based approach. Consider,...
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